
Wedding-apult (for shenanigans) 
 
Good news! You’ve been selected 

as one of the wedding guests 

judged capable of assembling your 

own catapult. Soon, you’ll be laying 

siege to other tables, ruthlessly 

annoying other guests and creating 

a horrible mess. Just follow these 

few simple steps and you should 

be able to spend the rest of the 

reception frustratingly trying to 

lash dowels together with tiny 

elastic bands.  

 

 

 

1. First, insert the four longer dowels into the wooden base 

piece.  Pinch together two of the now vertical posts 

(longways across the base, not the ones closest together) to 

form an A and lash these together. Repeat with the other side.  

2. Now, lash one of the shorter dowel pieces across the tops of 

your two a-frames to make the backstop for the throwing 

arm of the catapult.  

3. The throwing arm has a bucket on the top end (made from a 

piece of straw) and another piece of straw perpendicular, on 

the bottom. Slide the other short dowel through the straw on 

the bottom of the throwing arm and lash it to the same side 

of the a-frames as the upper crosspiece.  

4. Provide propulsion by attaching two elastics to the throwing 

arm and hooking one each over the ends of the upper 

crossbar.  

5. Mayhem.  
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